PUMPED UP KICKS

Em G D A x 4 (capo II)

ROBERT’S GOT A QUICK HAND HE’LL LOOK AROUND THE ROOM HE WON’T TELL YOU HIS PLAN
HE’S GOT A ROLLED CIGARETTE HANGIN’ OUT HIS MOUTH HE’S A COWBOY KID
HE FOUND A SIX SHOOTER GUN IN HIS DADS CLOSED HIDDEN IN A BOX OF FUN THINGS
AND I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHAT BUT HE’S COMIN’ FO’ YOU YEAH HE’S COMIN’ FO’ YOU

ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’

DADDY WORKS A LONG DAY HE BE COMIN’ HOME LATE YEAH HE’S COMIN’ HOME LATE
AND HE’S BRINGIN’ ME A SURPRISE DINNER’S IN THE KITCHEN AND IT’S PACK’D IN ICE I’VE
WAITED FOR A LONG TIME YEAH THE SLIGHT OF MY HAND IS NOW A QUICK PULL TRIGGER
REASON O MY CIGARE’ AN’ SAY YOU’ HAIR’S ON FIRE YOU MUST HAVE LOST YOU’ WITS YEAH

ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
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ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN OU’RUN MY GUN
ALL THE OTHER KIDS WITH THE POMP’D UP KICKS
YOU BETTER RUN BETTER RUN FASTER THAN MA BALLE’